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How to catch the druid…….
We started to set up a real looking ritual to reverse the spell to force the druid to appear.
Someone noticed we were being scryed. Maybe by the druid or his allies. We decided to set
up a trap. Reed predicted with the aid of the stars from which direction the druid would arrive.
We also had some kind of layered defence. Nethander and Kendalan were hiding in the
assumed path. Kendalan would send the wolf with a colour code when the druid arrives. I do
not think this will work, but I am not the combat leader…… Also because our position is far
from favourable. We were out in the open.
Our plan to lure the druid worked well because he soon showed up. Accompanied by worgs, a
dire wolverine and a flesh golem. The druid had changed into a rhino by the way; which
became known to me because the rhino seemed to be the only one in the position to cast
spells. Nasty lightning in this case.
Actually without too much trouble to most of us we won this battle. But I must say this battle
was very chaotic. I had no time to do my own thing. I frequently had a plan to do something
but then had to react because others brought themselves in danger and had to be cured for
instance. It looked like I was not the only one performing this way.
The druid turns out to be a half elf devoted to Talos. In his possessions was a medallion which
resembled a triangle with on the points a broken tree, a fierce flame and a screaming head.
Maybe this is the symbol of the three pillars.
The finding of this symbol also means there is probably an evoker and maybe a psionic
member. It might even be the duergar we suspect to be the tormentor of Noob.
We probably have to search for them to verify this theory and hopefully find a cure for Noob.
And there still is this tower of which is said no one returns from. That means there should be a
lot of nice stuff to find.
And we still have to go to Candle Keep. Cannot wait to get there. I do not even remember
when I was in a real town. Naskel is nice compared to the wilderness surrounding it but it
certainly is not a big city.
And we have to find a way to get rid of the ninja. I am surprised he has not shown up this
long. It is tiring to be in this alerted state for this long. Especially Reed will be occupied by
this issue. Poor girl.
And we have to report to the elder rock. This not too much of a burden though. The fey seems
nice. They also have alternative magic. Hopefully there is something to learn there as well.
But most of all I have to spend more time with Rebecca. There still is so much to talk about
and moves to be learned.

